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An axiomatic characterization of the well known Leontief preferences is given. The 
key axiom is upper consistency, which states that for any two bundles, another bun-
dle is weakly preferred to at least one of them if and only if it is weakly preferred to 
the bundle that contains the least amount of each commodity in them. (JEL: D01, 
D11)

1. Introduction

In economic literature, it is often assumed that a 
decision maker, either as an individual or as a 
group, has the following preferences: alternative 

nx R  is weakly preferred to alternative ny R  
if and only if }{min}{min iiiiii yaxa   , where 

nyx R,  can be either consumption bundles, as 
in the consumer choice literature, or utility pro-
files as in the social choice literature. Such pref-
erences are known as the Leontief preferences. 

The Leontief preferences are representable by 
the Leontief utility function, which is one of the 
standard functional forms used in economics. 
Moreover, in consumer choice theory, it is the 
most useful tool to demonstrate the idea of com-
plementarity of economic goods, often attributed 
to the case of right and left shoes. We do not 
have any clear reference on its entrance to this 
field. However, its analogy in production theory, 
the Leontief production technology used in in-
put-output analysis was developed as early as 
1933 by Wassily Leontief (see Dorfman (2008)). 
The standard reference in this respect is Leontief 
(1951) (see for instance, Chap. 9 in Dorfman, 
Samuelson and Solow (1958)). 

This paper contributes to the economic litera-
ture on choice theory by axiomatizing these pro-
totypical preferences. In particular, we give 
three basic axioms that fully characterize weak 
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preferences on n
R  as the Leontief preferences 

(Theorem 1 in Section 3). Some of the earlier 
works related to ours are as follows. Segal and 
Sobel (2002) provides a joint axiomatization of 
min, max and sum utility functions, defined re-
spectively as, for all nx R  with n ≥ 3, 

}{min)( ii xxu  , }{max)( ii xxu   and  ixxu )( , 
with five axioms: continuity, monotonicity, sym-
metry, linearity and partial separability (see 
Theorem 2 in Segal and Sobel (2002)). Howev-
er, since they do not directly characterize the 
Leontief utility function, which corresponds to 

}{min)( ii xxu  , one needs additional axiom(s) 
in order to obtain such characterization from 
their result. Moreover, they only consider the 
unweighted min, max and sum utility functions 
whereas the standard form of the Leontief util-
ity function involves positive weights.

In the social choice literature, the maximin 
social welfare ordering defined on the utility 
profiles of the society members has the same 
form as the Leontief preferences. It can be de-
fined for societies with finite or countably infi-
nite members: see for instance Bosmans and 
Ooghe (2006) and Miyagishima (2010) for the 
former, and Lauwers (1997) and Chambers 
(2009) for the latter. The former is more relevant 
to us since our setting is restricted to a finite 
dimensional Euclidean space. In that case, Bos-
mans and Ooghe (2006) characterizes the maxi-
min social welfare ordering with four axioms: 
anonymity, continuity, weak Pareto and Ham-
mond equity, and Miyagishima (2010) shows 
that one can drop anonymity and modify Ham-
mond equity into a weighted Hammond equity 
to characterize the  weighted maximin social 
welfare ordering. In contrast to these charac-
terizations, we do not use any of the continuity, 
weak Pareto and Hammond equity, but only use 
a counterpart of anonymity (see A.2 in Section 
2) in our characterization. The next section in-
troduces the main definitions, Section 3 gives 
the main result, the characterization theorem, 
and the last section concludes.

2. The preliminaries

Define preferences on a set X in terms of a bi-
nary relation ≳ (“weakly preferred to”) which is:

complete: for all x, y ∈ X, x ≳ y, y ≳ x or both;
transitive: for all x, y, z ∈ X, if x ≳ y and y ≳ z, 
then x ≳ z. 

We call ≳ as a weak order on X. As usual, x ≻ 
y means x ≳ y, but not y ≳ x, whereas x ∼ y 
means both x ≳ y and y ≳ x. For any x ∈ X, let 
U(x) = {y ∈ X : y ≳ x} ⊆ X be the set of alterna-
tives that are at least as good as x ∈ X, and I(x) 
= {y ∈ X : y ∼ x} ⊆ X be the set of alternatives 
that are indifferent to x ∈ X, according to ≳. 
From now on we take X as n

+R . A weak order ≳ 
on n

+R  is the Leontief preferences if 

,, nyx  R  x ≳ y 

},,,min{},,min{ 11 nn yyxx  

and it is an ),,( 1 naa =a -weighted Leontief 
preferences with 0>ia for ,,,1 ni =  if 

,, nyx  R  x ≳ y 

},,min{},,min{ 1111 nnnn yayaxaxa   .

Note that the former is a special case of the 
latter with 1=ia , .,,1 ni =  For any ,, nyx R  
let n

nn yxyxyx  R}),min{,},,(min{},min{ 11  . 
For any ε > 0, an ε-ball around nx R is 

}.)(:{)(
1

2   




n

i
ii

n yxyxB R  For any posi-

tive numbers ,,,1 naa 
 let n

naal  R),,( 1   be 
a line with 

}:{),,( 111 nn
n

n xaxaxaal    R

and when 1=ia  for ,,,1 ni =  we write l 
instead of )1,,1( l . Finally, for any nx R  and 
for ,,,1, nji =  let n

ji x R)(,  be a vector 
obtained from nx R  by interchanging its i’th 
and j’th components, and for any nyx R,  let 

nyx  R  be  defined  as 
),,( 11 nn yxyxyx  . 

We say that ≳ on n
+R  is

A.1: Upper consistent if
).()(}),(min{,, yxyx yx n UUUR  

A.2: Symmetric (or Neutral) with respect to l 
if whenever x ∼ y, we have 

 
)(, xjiπ  ∼   ),(, yjiπ    

for all .,,1, nji =
A.2’: Symmetric (or Neutral) with respect to 

),,( 1 naal   if whenever x ∼ y, we have 
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),,()1,,1( 11,
1

nnji
n

xaxa
aa

 

∼ ),,()1,,1( 11,
1

nnji
n

yaya
aa

 

for all .,,1, nji =
A.3: Locally non-satiable if 0  and 

)(, xByx n
 R  with y ≻ x. 

A.1 says that for any two bundles, another 
bundle is weakly preferred to at least one of 
them if and only if it is weakly preferred to the 
bundle that contains the least amount of each 
commodity in them. A.2 is a way of saying that 
goods are of equal importance, i.e. it does not 
matter if one exchanges the roles of right and 
left shoes. More precisely, the indifference rela-
tion induced by ≳ is unaffected by renaming of 
the commodities. A.2’ is a variant of A.2 after 
rescaling of coordinates with n

Ra . A.3 is a 
standard axiom in microeconomics and it rules 
out thick indifference curves.

3. The characterization theorem

We now state and prove a characterization theo-
rem for 2

+R  since the main idea is best illus-
trated in that case. However, we remark here that 
the result holds in the general domain of n

+R  
(see Theorem 3 in Appendix A).

Theorem 1.  Let ≳ be a weak order on 2
+R . 

Then,
(a) ≳ satisfies A.1, A.2 and A.3 if and only if 

it is the Leontief preferences, and
(b) ≳ satisfies A.1, A.2’ and A.3 if and only 

if it is an ),( 21 aa -weighted Leontief prefer-
ences. 

Proof. Since IF parts are easy to check, we 
prove ONLY IF parts.

(a) Suppose ≳ satisfies A.1−A.3. Consider 
lx * , i.e. *

2
*
1 xx = . Let 

}.2,1,:{)( *2*   ixxxxL iiR
We proceed in 3 steps.
Step 1: We claim that )()( ** xLx =U . First, 

note that for any ),( *xLx  ** },min{ xxx =  
and then by A.1, )()( *xx UU  . In particular, 

)( *xx U . Hence, ).()( ** xxL U  For the other 
inclusion, suppose )( *xy U  such that 

).( *xLy  Since )( *xy U  by transitivity of ≳, 

we conclude that ).()( *xy UU   Consider 
},min{ *1 xyx = . Suppose that .1 yx   By A.1 

and our last conclusion, ).()( *1 xx UU =  Hence, 
1x  ∼ *x . Let *

1
1

1 )1(1 xxx   , for  1 ,01 
. Note that by A.1, U(x*)⊆ U(xαα1 )⊆ U(x1).  
But since ),()( *1 xx UU   we conclude that 

),()()( *1 1 xxx UUU    which implies that 1x  
∼ 1x  ∼ *x  for  1 ,01  . Let )( 1

2,1
2 xx   

be the symmetric image of ),(: 1
1

1
2

21 xxxx = . 
Then by A.2, 2x  ∼ xα2  ∼ *x  where 

,)1( *
2

2
2

2 xxx    for  1 ,02  . For any 
 1 ,0, 21  , let }.,min{ 2121,  xxx   Then by 

A.1, 21 ,ααx  ∼   1αx  ∼   2αx  ∼   *x  , which implies that 
alternatives in a square with vertices at 

}},min{,,,{ 212*1 xxxxx  (see Fig. 1) are indiffer-
ent to each other. But that contradicts A.3.

Figure 1. yx 1
 

Let’s consider the other case. Suppose .1 yx =  
Then by repeating the same argument we con-
clude that, alternatives in a quadrilateral with 
vertices at }}',min{,',,{ * yyyxy  where 

),(' 12 yyy =  is the symmetric image of y (see 
Fig. 2) are indifferent to each other, which con-
tradicts A.3. Hence, we conclude that ∄ 

)( *xy U such that )( *xLy . So, )()( ** xLx U  
and the claim is established.
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),(' 12 yyy =  is the symmetric image of y (see 
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Step 2: Let
}2 ,1 somefor   ,2 ,1,:{))(( **2*   jxxixxxxL jjiiR

}2 ,1 somefor   ,2 ,1,:{))(( **2*   jxxixxxxL jjiiR .  We claim that 
))(()( ** xLx I . Take any )).(( *xLx   Note 

that by A.1, )()( *xx UU    since 
**},min{ xxx = . Hence, x ≳ *x . Suppose 

))(( *xLx   such that *xx  . Consider 
))((' *xLx   which is the symmetric image of 

x. Then, by A.1, ),'()()( * xxx UUU   since 
}',min{* xxx = . By Step 1, then 

).'()()( * xxxL UU   Since x* ∉ U(x),  the 
last equality implies that x* ∈ U(x ').  But since 

),()(' ** xLxx U  we conclude that 'x  ∼ 
*x . But that contradicts A.2. So ∄

))(( *xLx    such that *xx   and we con-
clude that )),(( *xLx  *x ≳ x . Hence, 

).())(( ** xxL I  For the other inclusion, sup-
pose )( *xx I  such that )).(( *xLx   But 
since by definition, )()( ** xx UI   and by Step 
1, ),()( ** xLx U  it must be the case that 

).( *xLx   Hence, 
** },min{ xxx = . Let   

))((' *xLx  be such that ii xx '= for some i 
= 1, 2, i.e. projection of x into )).(( *xL  Note 
that x ∼ *x  ∼ x '  since the first conclusion is 
by definition and the second is by the statement 
just shown, ),())(( ** xxL I  which implies that 
U(x) =U(x ') =U(x*)  . Consider

')'1('' xxx    and 
*** )1(

*

xxx    for  1 ,0,' *  . Note 
that by A.1, )'()()( ' xxx UUU    and 

),()()( **

xxx UUU    which implies that 
)()()'()()( *' *

xxxxx UUUUU   , hence 
x ∼   'αx  ∼ 'x  ∼  

*αx  ∼ *x   for  1 ,0,' *  . For 
 1 ,0,' *  , let },min{

** ','  xxx  . Then 
by A.1, [ ]1 ,0,' * ∈∀ αα , 

*,' ααx  ∼   'αx  ∼  
*αx  ∼ *x  , 

which implies that alternatives in a triangle with 
vertices at },',{ *xxx  (see Fig. 3) are indiffer-
ent to each other. But that contradicts A.3. 
Hence, we conclude that ∄ )( *xx I  such that 

))(( *xLx   and )).(()( ** xLx I  

Figure 3. ))((),( ** xLxxx I

Step 3: Suppose 2, Rzy  are such that y ≳ 
z and let 2** , Rzy  be such that 

}),min{},,(min{ 2121
* yyyyy 

and
}),min{},,(min{ 2121

* zzzzz  .

Then, by construction ))(( *yLy   and 
)).(( *zLz   By Step 2, y ∼ *y and z  ∼ *z  

which implies *y  ≳ *z . By Step 1, *y  ≳ *z   
},min{},min{ 2121 zzyy   and hence, ≳ is 

the Leontief preferences.
(b) Starting with a point ),( 21

* aalx   and 
repeating the same arguments as above one can 
show that (1) )()( ** xLx =U  and (2) 

))(()( ** xLx I . Suppose 2, Rzy  are such 
that y ≳ z and let ),(, 21

** aalzy   be such that 

}),min{1},,min{1( 2211
2

221
1

*
1

yaya
a

yaya
a

y 

and 

}).,min{1},,min{1( 2211
2

221
1

*
1

zaza
a

zaza
a

z 

Then, by construction ))(( *yLy   and 
)).(( *zLz   By (2), y ∼ *y , z  ∼ *z  which 

implies that *y  ≳ *z . By (1), *y  ≳ *z  
},min{},min{ 22112211 zazayaya   and hence, 
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≳ is an (a1,a2 ) -weighted Leontief preferences. 
□

There are two commonly accepted criterion 
for the validity of an axiomatization result: con-
sistency and logical independence (see also dis-
cussions in Chap. 1 in Kreps (1988)). Consis-
tency of A.1, A.2 (or A.2’) and A.3 is estab-
lished by the IF part of the characterization 
theorem above, and their independence can eas-
ily be verified:

Example 1. A preference satisfying A.1 and 
A.2 but not A.3 is as follows (the arrow indicates 
the direction of utility increase):

Figure 4. A.3 is not satisfied

Example 2. A preference satisfying A.1 and 
A.3 but not A.2 is as follows:

Figure 5. A.2 is not satisfied

Example 3. A preference satisfying A.2 and 
A.3 but not A.1 is as follows: 

Figure 6. A.1 is not satisfied

4. Conclusions

This paper axiomatizes weak preferences on n
+R  

as the Leontief preferences with three basic axi-
oms: upper consistency, neutrality (or symme-
try) and local non-satiation. Among the axioms, 
local non-satiation is standard in economic lit-
erature while neutrality (or symmetry) is also 
used, especially in the context of social choice 
(see for instance,  anonymity in Lauwers (1997); 
and symmetry in Segal and Sobel (2002)). How-
ever, the upper consistency axiom is, to our best 
knowledge, new to the field. 

Then one could ask whether upper consistency 
is related to the other axioms, especially to those 
used in the axiomatization of the maximin social 
welfare ordering, mentioned above. In this re-
spect, it can be shown that upper consistency 
and local non-satiation together imply monoto-
nicity (or weak Pareto) (see Lemma 2 in Ap-
pendix A). Also, an example of preferences that 
satisfy upper consistency, but not Hammond 
equity can be given (see Example 2 in Section 
3), and it can easily be checked that the follow-
ing preferences satisfy Hammond equity but not 
upper consistency: 

},max{)(, 21
2 xxxux  R .
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Appendix A.

For ,, nyx R  we write x >> y if ii yx >  for all .,,1 ni =  We say that ≳ on n
+R  is

A.4: Monotonic if whenever nyx R,  are such that x >> y, we have x ≻ y.
Lemma 2. If ≳ on n

+R  satisfies A.1 and A.3, then it satisfies A.4.
Proof. Consider x, ny R  such that x >> y. Then, yyx },min{  and by A.1, )()( yx UU  , 

which implies that x ≳ y. Suppose x ∼ y and consider the following n -dimensional box
}.,,1,:{),( niyzxzyx iii

n
 RB  Then, for any zzxyxz  },min{),,(B  and 

yyz =},min{  and by A.1, x ≳ z and z ≳ y. Since x ∼ y, we then conclude that x ∼ z ∼ y. But that 
contradicts A.3. Hence, x ≻ y. □

Theorem 3. Let ≳ be a weak order on n
+R . Then,

(a) ≳ satisfies A.1, A.2 and A.3 if and only if it is the Leontief preferences, and
(b) ≳ satisfies A.1, A.2’ and A.3 if and only if it is an a-weighted Leontief preferences. 
Proof. Since IF parts are easy to check, we prove ONLY IF parts. By Lemma 2 we may assume 

that ≳ satisfies A.4.
(a) Suppose ≳ satisfies A.1−A.4. Consider lx * . Let 

L(x*) = {x ∈ R+
n : xi ≥ xi

*, i =1,…,n}RL(x*) = {x ∈ R+
n : xi ≥ xi

*, i =1,…,n} .

We proceed in 3 steps.
Step 1(a): We claim that ).()( ** xLx U  First, note that for any *** },min{),( xxxxLx  . Then 

by A.1, )()( *xx UU  . In particular, )( *xx U . Hence, ).()( ** xxL U  For the other inclusion, 
suppose )( *xy U  such that )( *xLy . Since )( *xy U , by transitivity of ≳, we conclude that 

).()( *xy UU   Consider },min{ *xyx = . By A.1 and by our last conclusion, )()( *xx UU =  and 
hence, x ∼ *x . Since ),( *xLy   it is the case that )( *xLx  and hence },,1{ nj   such that 

.*
jj xx <  For ,,,1 ni =  let ).(, xx ji

i   Then by A.2, ix  ∼ *x , .,,1 ni =  Let 

}}}.}},min{,min{,,min{,min{,min{ 12321min
 xxxxxxx nnn 

Then by repeated use of A.1 and by our conclusion that ix  ∼ *x , ,,,1 ni =  we conclude that 
minx  ∼ *x . Note that by construction, nixx ji ,,1,min

  which implies that *min xx << . 
But that contradicts A.4. Hence, we conclude that ).()( *xLx U

Step 2(a): Let
},,1 somefor  ,,,1,:{))(( *** njxxnixxxxL jjii

n
  R  },,1 somefor  ,,,1,:{))(( *** njxxnixxxxL jjii

n
  R . 

We claim that )).(()( ** xLx I  Since by definition, ),()( ** xx UI   by Step 1(a) we conclude that 
).()( ** xLx I  Then by A.4, )).(()( ** xLx I  For the other inclusion, consider any )).(( *xLx   

Then by Step 1(a), x ≳ *x . Suppose ))(( *xLx   such that .*xx   Since )),(( *xLx   
},,1{ nj   such that .*

jj xx =  For ,,,1 ni =  let ).(, xx ji
i   Let 

}}}.}},min{,min{,,min{,min{,min{ 12321min
 xxxxxxx nnn 

Note that by construction, .*min xx =  Then, by repeated use of A.1 we conclude that 
)()()( 1* nxxx UUU  

. Hence, },,1{ nk   such that ),(* kxx U  which implies that 
*x  ∼ ,xxk =. Then by A.2, *x  ∼ x j ,xxk =  which is a contradiction. Hence, ).())(( ** xxL I
Step 3(a): Suppose nzy R,  are such that y ≳ z and let lzy ** ,   be such that 

}),,min{,},,,(min{ 11
*

nn yyyyy 

and 

z* = (min{z1,…, zn},…,min{z1,…, zn}).
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Then, by construction ))(( *yLy   and   )).(( *zLz  By Step 2(a), y ∼ *y  and z ∼ *z   which 
implies that *y  ≳ *z . Then, by Step  1(a), 

*y  ≳ *z },,min{},,min{ 11 nn zzyy  

and hence, ≳ is the Leontief preferences.

(b) Consider ),,( 1
*

naalx  . Note that ,,,1, nji 

***
11,

1

),,(*)1,,1( xxaxa
aa nnji

n

 

i.e. the neutral (symmetric) image of *x  is itself, since **** )1( ijjijjii xxaaxaxa  . We 
proceed in 3 steps.

Step 1(b): We claim that ).()( ** xLx U  First, by repeating the same argument as in Step 1(a) we 
conclude that ).()( ** xxL U For the other inclusion, suppose )( *xy U  such that )( *xLy . 
Since ),( *xy U  by transitivity of ≳, we conclude that ).()( *xy UU   Consider }.,min{ *xyx   
By A.1 and by our last conclusion, )()( *xx UU =  and hence, x ∼ *x . Since ),( *xLy  )( *xLx  
and },,1{ nj   such that *

jj xx < . 
For ,,,1 ni =  let ).,,()1,,1( 11,1 nnjin

i xaxaaax    Then by A.2’, ix  ∼ *x , .,,1 ni =  
Let 

}}}.}},min{,min{,,min{,min{,min{ 12321min
 xxxxxxx nnn 

Then by repeated use of A.1 and by our conclusion that ix  ∼ *x , ,,,1 ni =  we conclude that 
minx  ∼ *x . Note that by construction, the i’th component of ix  is jji

i
i xaax )1(= , for .,,1 ni =  

Then, *
i

i
i xx < , for ni ,,1=  since *** )1()1()1( iiiijjijji xxaaxaaxaa ==< , which implies that 
*min xx  . But that contradicts A.4. Hence, we conclude that ).()( ** xLx U

Step 2(b): We claim that )).(()( ** xLx I  First, by repeating the same argument as in Step 2(a) 
we conclude that ).()( ** xLx I  Then by A.4, )).(()( ** xLx I  For the other inclusion, consider 
any )).(( *xLx   Then by Step 1(b), x ≳ *x . Suppose ))(( *xLx   such that .*xx   Since 

)),(( *xLx   },,1{ nj   such that .*
jj xx =  For ,,,1 ni =  let

).,,()1,,1( 11,1 nnjin
i xaxaaax    Let 

}}}.}},min{,min{,,min{,min{,min{ 12321min
 xxxxxxx nnn 

Note that by construction, ,,,1 ni   the i’th component of ix  is 
,)1()1()1( ***

iiiijjijji
i
i xxaaxaaxaax   and when i ≠ j, },,1{ nk  \{i}, the i´th component of 
kx  is  *

ii
k
i xxx   (recall that ))(( *xLx  ), and when i = j, },,1{ nk  \{i}, the j’th compo-

nent of kx  is .)1()1()1( ***
jjjjkkjkkj

k
j xxaaxaaxaax   This implies that *min xx = . Then, by re-

peated use of A.1 we conclude that 

).()()( 1* nxxx UUU  

Hence, },,1{ nq   such that ),(* qxx U  which implies that *x  ∼ qx . Then by A.2’, *x  ∼ 
x j = x , which is a contradiction. Hence, ).())(( ** xxL I

Step 3(b): Suppose nzy R,  are such that y ≳ z and let ),,(, 1
**

naalzy   be such that 

}),,min{1,},,,min{1( 111
1

*
1 nn

n
nn yaya

a
yaya

a
y 
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and 

}).,,min{1,},,,min{1( 111
1

*
1 nn

n
nn zaza

a
zaza

a
z 

Then, by construction ))(( *yLy   and )).(( *zLz   By Step 2(b), y ∼ *y  and z ∼ *z  which 
implies that *y  ≳ *z . Then, by Step  1(b), 

*y  ≳ *z },,min{},,min{ 1111 nnnn zazayaya  

and hence, ≳ is an a-weighted Leontief preferences. □
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